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Executive Summary
This report covers the education activities undertaken during the first half of the project to  educate
users of the ReachOut five-step methodology and the ReachOut BetaCenter, and to  build a com-
munity of adopters, including campaign managers and beta testers.

Significant project education actions are required to obtain good results and to help ReachOut users
to become familiar with the terms used in the project. This education objective is reached through
several multimedia content and definitions accessible from the BetaCenter main menu. 

Beyond a concept introduction including a video primer, the Delivery Challenge section refers to the
effort required to fill the gap between software ideas and valuable products. 

We’ve also developed a FAQ to answer to the main Frequently Asked Questions by campaign man-
agers and beta-testers. More web content are describing the tools, templates, and building blocks
in a campaign. And our main terms are explained in a ReachOut glossary.  

The benefits of the ReachOut BetaCenter should be demonstrated at the right place to the right
professionals and stakeholders, using diverse forms, including articles, talks, demos, and tutorials.  

More education activities related to the ReachOut BetaCenter, more tutorials, webinars and hands-
on workshops will be provided in the second half of the project.

Keywords

ReachOut, education, campaign managers, beta-testing campaigns, beta testers, software, market
adoption, platform, toolset, open source, communities, tutorial, promotion, events, social media.

Acronyms & Abbreviations
CSP Cloud Service Provider

DoW Description of work

ICT Information and Communication Technologies

KPI Key Performance Indicator

MVP Minimum Viable Product 

OSS Open Source Software
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 1 Introduction
The purpose of this document is to provide a report at M18 on the project education activities, how
they are progressing and the results obtained so far. The previous related deliverable D3.1 (Project
Education Plan, delivered at M8) was used as a base to prepare this report. 

The first part of the report presents a brief summary of the current education material including
new material developed after the first deliverable. In order for campaign managers and beta testers
to become familiar with the terms used in the project, we are providing a concept introduction, a
Frequently Asked Questions section for campaign managers and beta testers. More sections are de-
scribing the tools, templates, and building blocks of a beta-testing campaign. 

Then we will present the actions covered before M18 for the implementation of the education plan,
and the efforts done to distribute and spread this educational material. We will finish with the ac-
tions planned for the remaining period until M36. 
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 2 Project Education Material
In addition to the material presented in the Deliverable 3.1 which we are summarizing at the end of
this section, we will present in this section the new material developed.  

 2.1 ReachOut Video Primer
A video was designed and posted on the public website1 in April 2020. During this  four minutes
video primer, OW2 CEO Cedric Thomas introduces the ReachOut market-oriented support action
and explains what it brings to research projects in the area of software engineering. The main bene -
fits of running a beta-testing campaign are clearly explained, while the ReachOut main features are
briefly showcased.

Figure 1: The ReachOut concept video primer

The video primer builds awareness for both European research projects and SMEs designing new
software. It  presents the methodology and tools provided by ReachOut to launch their own beta-
testing campaigns, recruit beta testers, and collect useful feedback. 

Complementing this  video primer in the ReachOut Introduction webpage, a  timeline places the
beta-testing campaigns within the software process, as key transition step between a beta version
and a market-ready product, to promote the software and to support its early users. 

1 The video primer introducing ReachOut: https://reachout-project.eu/view/Main/Introduction 
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 2.2 ReachOut Methodology
The ReachOut Methodology in Slides summarizes, in a set of 34 slides, the tools, methods, process
and best practices that can be used with the ReachOut platform to develop and run successful beta-
testing campaigns. 

The Detailed ReachOut Methodology is a comprehensive document describing in 28 pages the set
of concepts, the process and resources used by research projects to define and run their beta-test-
ing campaigns. Both documents are posted in the ReachOut Methodology webpage2 below.

Composed of three parts, the Detailed ReachOut Methodology (PDF) provides a reference docu-
ment to educate the users of the ReachOut BetaCenter platform. Its first section outlines what is a
beta-testing campaign and why it is useful for research projects and European SMEs building new
software. 

The second  section presents the main steps and processes to be followed in a beta-testing cam-
paign. And the third section introduces the resources provided by the ReachOut BetaCenter to help
projects develop and run their beta-testing campaigns. This document is available online and is also
embedded as Annex 1 in the D3.2 report on ReachOut education material. 

Figure 2: ReachOut methodology webpage 

2 ReachOut Methodology webpage: https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/Methodology 
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 2.3 ReachOut Frequently Asked Questions 

The ReachOut  FAQ3 is a frequently updated webpage displaying a set of questions, answers and
complementary links about ReachOut. At M18, it provides 16 Questions and Answers, 11 focused
on the Campaign Managers and five dedicated to the beta-tester education. 

Project Campaign Manager FAQ:

1. What is my role as a Campaign Manager?  

2. H  ow do I register?  

3. How do I share a ReachOut account with my colleagues?  

4. What e-mail messages does ReachOut send to the Campaign Manager?  

5. Where is my dashboard?  

6. What formatting options are available in the Campaign form?  

7. Where do I put the testing scenario?  

8. What's in a questionnaire?  

9. Can I use a local language for beta-users who do not speak English?  

10.How can I customize the questionnaire?  

11.Can I contribute to the questionnaire design?  

12.When should I activate the questionnaire?  

13.Will I get detailed feedbacks or just a summary?  

14.Can I update my Campaign Page?  

15.How do I package by Beta Version and make it available to Beta Testers?  

16.Where is my Communication Package?  

17.I need more coaching. Who can I contact now?  

Beta Tester FAQ:

18.What is my role as a Beta Tester?  

19.What kind of software ReachOut is promoting?  

20.Why should I spend my time experimenting a beta version of software?  

21.Why using ReachOut rather than GitHub or any other software repository?  

22.Where should I start?  

23.Do I need to register as a Beta Tester?  

3 ReachOut FAQ: https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/FAQ 
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 2.4 ReachOut Tools and Templates
This section of the website details the ReachOut tools provided to campaign managers for a quick
implementation of a successful beta testing campaign. Once they have registered their project, the
ReachOut campaign managers can access to useful tools and templates4, including checklists and
customizable questionnaires.

At M18, nine tools and templates are provided to educate the campaign managers:

1. Monitoring dashboard  
The monitoring dashboard is automatically created when registering a new beta-testing 
campaign. The campaign web page contains a button for the campaign manager to access 
the monitoring dashboard.

2. Software packaging  

Software to be beta tested should be easy to access and to deploy. This section gives re-
commendations and tips to deliver a properly packaged software for the beta-testing cam-
paign.  

3. Beta documentation checklist   

Beta-testing campaigns are addressed to third-party users that are not necessarily familiar 
with the software. In this checklist campaign managers will find the list of what a beta docu-
mentation should ideally contain. 

4. Beta tester incentives  

Beta-testers are in general early adopters interested in cutting-edge technologies. Never-
theless it is good policy to offer something in exchange of the time spent and effort. This 
page provides few guidelines for offering incentives. 

5. Necessary fine print  

The ReachOut project team has put together a beta-testing agreement5. It is recommended 
that a link to this agreement be integrated in each campaign.

6. Campaign web page  

The Campaign Page is a web page introducing the Beta Testing Campaign and enabling Beta 
Testers to register and participate in the campaign.

7. Customizable questionnaire  

The questionnaire is automatically created when registering a new beta-testing campaign. It
can be customized.  The process to customize and update the questionnaire has been de-
tailed in a dedicated screencast6 and in one of the ReachOut presentation webinars7. 

8. Communication package  

4 ReachOut Tools and Templates: https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/Templates 

5 https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/Beta_Testing_Agreement

6 https://www.slideshare.net/slideshow/embed_code/194808582

7 https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/Presentations#HBeta-TestingSurveyCustomization
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The communication package provides communication material to optimize the communica-
tion with beta testers8.

9. Beta-testing reporting package  

At the end of a beta-testing campaign, the ReachOut team will help the campaign manager 
to write a beta-testing report. 

 2.5 ReachOut Building Blocks
The ReachOut Building Blocks9 of a beta-testing campaign introduces 17 term definitions to help 
prepare and run successful beta-testing campaigns. Here is the list of the building blocks detailed 
and shared in the public website at M18:

1. Goals  
Think of the goals pursued in the beta testing campaign. In a research project it usually is to 
verify basic characteristics such as: deployability, integration of the different components, 
clarity of the purpose of the software, etc.

2. Scope  

While the goal is generic and can be shared, the scope is more concerned with specific func-
tionalities of the software that are made available to bets testers. In the case of a platform 
it may be only basic modules instead of the whole platform. The scope must be well intro-
duced in the beta-testing documentation.

3. Timeline  

Being a phase in the software development lifecycle, beta testing should have a limited dur-
ation. In a research project, it must be strategically positioned in the project timeline. If it is 
too early, partners will not have the time to deliver software mature enough to be tested, 
and if it is too late, there would be no time to incorporate feedbacks before the end of the 
project.

4. Beta testers  

Beta testers are those usually unknown users who are asked to try the software and report 
their feedbacks. A good definition of goal, scope and timeline helps define the profile of 
beta testers. Research projects usually require highly trained IT professionals. Beta testers 
are likely to be developers rather than end users. However, depending on what is to be 
tested, business users could also be a good target.

5. Participants  

Beta testing participants include development partners, use case partners and third party 
beta testers. It is a good idea to leverage use case partners as internal beta testers. Their 
role would be to provide early feedback that will help refine the beta version of the soft-
ware that will be tested so as to make testing more valuable. 

8 https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/Templates/CommunicationPackage

9 ReachOut Building Blocks: https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/Guidelines 
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6. Support  

A contact point must be appointed to handle incoming questions from beta testers. This is a
pivotal role in beta testing. The role of the contact point is not only to answer beta testers 
questions but to identify critical issues and to file them and report them in a way that is be-
neficial for the whole project. It is a good idea to set-up a support mailing list or forum to 
which all beta testers are subscribed: they can access archives and benefit from previous 
questions and answers. ReachOut automatically creates such a mailing list for each new 
campaign.

7. Beta Documentation  

The existing software documentation could be too broad, or too complex and might not not
adapted to the specific goals and scope of beta testing. It is a good practice to develop spe-
cific beta testing documentation and beta testers can always refer to the full software docu-
mentation if necessary. Proper beta test documentation will decrease the proportion of 
beta testers who abandon the test before completing it (abandon rate).

8. Internal Communication  

While it may be developed as a dissemination activity, all project partners must understand 
that beta testing is a required phase in the development of the project outcome. Beta test-
ing goal, scope and timeline must be clearly shared by all project partners and particularly 
those who will deliver the beta version to be tested. 

9. Feedback collection  

Beta testing aims at producing feedback from developers who have not participated in the 
development of the software, or real life users. Collecting this feedback is of paramount im-
portance. This can be done in various ways, via the support contact point, at a workshop, 
and through a questionnaire. In research projects, the questionnaire is the preferred 
method. It should be carefully drafted.

10. Beta Campaign Manager  

Since beta testing being must deliver maximum return (feedback) in a limited time frame it 
must be executed effectively and this is why we use the term campaign. Like a military op-
eration, a beta-testing campaign combines resources of different nature. Resources must be
committed and in place before the campaign goes public. One person should lead the cam-
paign and ensure all resources are aligned: the Beta-Testing Campaign Manager. 

11. Campaign web page  

The campaign web page is the public face of the beta-testing campaign. It is the central 
place where beta testers can find all resources to participate in beta testing. The campaign 
page should include key information and links to the presentation of the software, to docu-
mentation, download sites, etc. It should include a simple form where beta testers can sign 
up and indicate the campaign start and end dates. ReachOut provides a template of the 
Campaign page.
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12. Packaging  

Software to be beta tested should be easy to access and to deploy. While deployability 
might be right in the scope of beta testing, complex build processes are a huge deterrent 
and must be avoided at all cost. Depending on the scope a SaaS instance of the software 
will facilitate beta testers participation, otherwise Docker images are also a good practice. 
As a packaging option, ReachOut offers project the possibility to use the ReachOut Factory 
to package their beta version. 

13. Beta versions  

A beta-testing campaign can be comprised of several cycles. At each cycle a new build can 
be released after identified issues have been addressed and fixed. It may be necessary to 
update the questionnaire if a new feature or a major fix has been added to the software but
such changes should be kept to a minimum as they make exploitation of questionnaire res-
ults more complicated. 

14. Incentives  

Signing up for a beta-testing campaign is an opportunity for beta testers to preview soft-
ware that advance the state-of-the-art of technology. “Most beta testers get involved be-
cause they have a passion for software and technology. In return, most only request that 
their feedback be acknowledged. For the most part, this recognition doesn’t require any in-
centive (though a free T-shirt to say thank you never hurts).” From an article in FastCom-
pany.

15. Fine print  

The nature and limitations of a beta-testing campaign should be well understood between 
all participants. When signing up, beta testers should be clearly advised of such nature and 
limitations. ReachOut provides a disclaimer template adapted to beta-testing campaigns. 
This disclaimer includes a GDPR notice and is to be automatically acknowledged by beta 
testers when signing up. Of course research project must ensure that conducting a beta test
will not have unwanted, adverse effect of beta testers. 

16. Promotion  

A beta-testing campaign has to be promoted, beta testers will not find it by themselves. 
Promotion should be conducted in the media most likely to reach out to beta testers with 
the desired profile and competences. While the ReachOut platform is a means of promotion
itself, research projects must develop their own promotion activities in the framework of 
their dissemination plans. 

17. Beta test report  

While consumer good and services testing which can happen in person in a controlled envir-
onment, in research projects beta testers are distant and usually unknown. Collecting feed-
back via questionnaire is probably the most efficient method. ReachOut provides a beta test
report template which is a questionnaire consisting of 2/3 generic questions and 1/3 spe-
cific questions which closely reflect the scope of the beta testing.
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 2.6 ReachOut Glossary
ReachOut is based on an implicit  methodology combining a number of concepts, resources and
roles. The ReachOut Glossary page identifies them and how they relate to each other. Names in
bold are defined on the Glossary webpage1. At M18, some 20 definitions are shared on the public
website with the ReachOut campaign managers. The content of the Glossary is presented on the
table  belowand  the  detailed  Glossary  was  presented  in  Annex  of  the  Deliverable  D3.

1. Back Office  

2. Beta Documentation  

3. Beta Testers  

4. Beta Testing Campaign  

5. Beta Version  

6. Campaign Manager  

7. Campaign Page  

8. Communication Package  

9. Dashboard  

10. Documentation Package

11. Feedback

12. Front Office

13. Incentive

14. Market Place

15. Project

16. Questionnaire

17. ReachOut Administrator

18. Reporting

19. Support Contact

20. Testing Scenario

Table 1:  Glossary Contents

 2.7 Summary of education material available

Topic Format Campaign 
Manager 
Education 
Content

Beta-
tester 
Education 
Content

URL

Video Primer Youtube Video ✓ https://www.youtube.com/
embed/_YfRhmMg_sI?
hd=1&vq=hd1080&rel=0

The Delivery 
Challenge 

Webpage ✓ https://www.reachout-
project.eu/view/Main/Overview

Methodology 
Reference Booklet

PDF ✓ https://www.reachout-
project.eu/download/Main/
Methodology/ReachOut-
MethodoRefDoc-v2.pdf

Methodology in 34 Presentation ✓ https://www.slideshare.net/
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slides slideshow/embed_code/
230812738

Methodology Short 
Version (12 slides)

Presentation ✓ https://www.slideshare.net/
slideshow/embed_code/
193115806

Building Blocks Web page ✓ ✓ https://www.reachout-
project.eu/view/Main/Guidelines

Templates Web pages ✓ https://www.reachout-
project.eu/view/Main/Templates

Glossary Web page ✓ ✓ https://www.reachout-
project.eu/view/Main/Glossary

FAQ Web page ✓ ✓ https://www.reachout-
project.eu/view/Main/FAQ

Thematic webinars Zoom webinars ✓ https://www.reachout-
project.eu/view/Webinars/

Tutorials based on 
thematic webinars

Youtube Videos ✓ https://www.reachout-
project.eu/view/Main/Tutorials/

Tutorial Survey 
Customization

Screencast ✓ https://www.slideshare.net/
slideshow/embed_code/
194808582

Table 2: List of educational material available at M18
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 3 Education Plan Implementation
The section presents the activities leveraging the educational material and the various dissemina-
tion channels used, in addition to the website, to spread and distribute as largely as possible the
material developed among the community of European-funded projects. 

 3.1 Social Networks 
All the material posted on the website is automatically relayed on Twitter, Slideshare or other net -
works, using dedicated signs with the project visual identity. 

Figure 3: ReachOut Webinar Promotion on Twitter

Figure 4: ReachOut Methodology Promotion on Slideshare

 3.2 Events
• Requirement  Engineering Symposium 2019:  Introduction of  the ReachOut platform and

beta-testing concept to the OpenReq project.

• EclipseCon Europe 2019: Live demonstrations of ReachOut platform were given and a few
projects started the registration process on ReachOut on-site. 
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• Paris Open Source Summit 2019: ReachOut was presented in a conference session dedic-
ated to European research projects,  as well as on the OW2 booth were the flyer was also
distributed.

• PROFES 2019: ReachOut was presented at this academic conference in the European pro-
ject space and introduced with demonstrations to several projects. 

• FOSDEM 2020 : The ReachOut flyer was distributed to thousands of participants visiting the
OW2 booth. 

• OW2online’20: ReachOut was presented in a conference session dedicated to European re-
search projects, with a demonstration of the ReachOut BetaCenter.

 3.3 Webinars series  
The Reachout Webinar program is a series of monthly meetings based on a generic introduction to
ReachOut followed by a demonstration of how to participate (register as a campaign manager, re -
gister a project, create a campaign, etc). Each of those webinars includes in addition a short time fo-
cusing on one of the pillars of a campaign (questionnaire, packaging, incentives, etc..) . A new cycle
will start in September. Series of Webinars are detailed in D4.2.  As of end of June 2020, six public
webinars with a thematic focus have been organized:

• January 2020, Webinar #1: Introduction to ReachOut Beta-testing campaign

• February 2020, Webinar #2: How to run a successful campaign using the ReachOut dash-
board

• March 2020, Webinar #3: ReachOut questionnaire tips to maximize feedback from beta 
testers

• April 2020, Webinar #4: How to build an efficient and attractive testing scenario?

• May 2020, Webinar #5: Produce a properly packaged software easy to access and deploy

• June 2020, Webinar #6: How to set up an attractive incentive program within ReachOut
platform?

 3.4 Project Recruitment
The ReachOut project team has built a list of target H2020 projects and related contacts from vari -
ous public sources. 

The following projects have been contacted and confirmed their interest to register in the ReachOut
Platform in order to run their beta-testing campaigns:

# Project Name Contact Date Status as of June 2020 Private
workshop

Project
online

Campaign
online

1 STAMP July 2019 Project registered ✓ ✓ Ended

2 CROSSMINER August 2019 Project registered ✓ ✓ Ended

3 CROSSMINER Case August 2019 Project registered ✓ ✓ Ended
4 MELODIC August 2019 Project registered ✓ Ended
5 ELASTEST August 2019 Project registered ✓ Ended
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6 DECIDE August 2019 Project registered ✓ ✓
7 ZQL Jan 2020 Project registered ✓
8 CROSS-CPP Febr. 2020 Project registered ✓ ✓
9 OPENREQ August 2019 Project registered ✓ ✓

10 ROBMOSYS Nov 2019 Project registered ✓
11 PDP4E Nov 2019 Project registered ✓ ✓
12 EW-SHOPP Nov 2019 Ongoing Registration
13 HubIT Febr. 2020 Ongoing Registration
14 eTEACHER Febr. 2020 Ongoing Registration ✓
15 Big Data Value Febr. 2020 First interest confirmed
16 IOF2020 Febr. 2020 Use Cases interest ✓
17 PAPAYA Febr. 2020 First interest confirmed
18 ENACT March 2020 First interest confirmed
19 BigDataOcean March 2020 First interest confirmed ✓
20 EnergyShield March 2020 Project registered ✓ ✓ ✓
21 Qualichain March 2020 First interest confirmed
22 SPHINX March 2020 First interest confirmed
23 Brain IoT April 2020 Project registered ✓
24 Articonf April 2020 Project registered ✓
25 Icarus May 2020 Project registered ✓ ✓
26 TheyBuyforYou May 2020 Project registered ✓ ✓
27 ExtremeEarth June 2020 Ongoing Registration ✓
28 EUXDAT June 2020 Project registered ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 3:  Project recruitment status

For other projects, either a first contact was established, but the project was not interested (either
because it was too late to plan a campaign on time before their final review, or because they didn’t
have the time nor resources to run a beta-testing campaign). Others have attended a ReachOut
presentation, either through the public ReachOut webinars or through a private project workshop
(see next section). 

Below is a status of the 67 projects we have contacted so far. We will continue contacting new pro -
jects and re-contacting those who have expressed their interest in ReachOut and should be getting
closer to a beta version of their results to be tested.
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Figure 5: The status of contacted projects

 3.5 Beta Testers Recruitment
The recruitment of beta testers is one of the key challenges in the project. In the first part of the
project about 40 to 60 beta testers provided feedback to the beta-testing campaigns organised with
help of ReachOut, as it is explained in more detail in the deliverable D2.3. Beta testers spend their
time and energy for participation in beta-testing campaign without any payment and attracting
them for this activity is not an easy task. The ReachOut project team addressed this issue through
different channels:

1) During the recruitment of projects we explained that ReachOut doesn’t have a budget to pay for
beta testers. Therefore, if projects want to use the ReachOut service they should act as a member
of the ReachOut community and support other projects with their respective campaigns. It was
agreed that with all projects that they should contribute 2-3 testers for at least two other beta test -
ing campaigns.  All projects accepted this condition with full understanding and actually with an in-
terest to learn more about other projects. This is a step towards the creation of the ReachOut com -
munity and ecosystem, and a good way to enable more collaboration between the projects.

2) We have recruited beta testers through our communication activities about active campaigns and
ReachOut services. To provide more benefits to beta testers we are going to create a Hall of Fame
listing the most valuable beta testers on our website and organise a lottery for all beta testers. 

3) We explained the participating projects that we are supporting the beta testers recruitment, but
it remains their responsibility to also recruit testers for their own campaigns within their project
community (project member staff, university students, partners...).   We support projects on our
side with our communication activities and by bringing testers from the other projects participating
in ReachOut. 
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 3.6 Private workshops
Once a first contact with a project is started, we organize  private workshops to follow up. Such
meetings are used to provide more details to the project, answer their questions, and deliver them
personalized  educational  content.  While  recruiting  projects,  we  are  taking  the  opportunity  to
present the ReachOut BetaCenter not only to the campaign manager,  usually the dissemination
manager, but also to technical and project coordinators. When we feel that the whole consortium
could be interested to know more about the support ReachOut can provide to the project, we pro-
pose a presentation during their next project meeting. 

We called these meetings Private Workshops. A few examples of such actions are described below. 

• IOF2020/AGRIFARM: webinar organized on June 22, 2020 to identify how ReachOut could
be used for their many User Acceptance Tests.

• AINDO: webinar organized on June 24, 2020 to help the project who has a ready-to-test re -
lease of its software to launch its campaign and provide support in the customization of the
questionnaire. 

• ICARUS: webinar organised on May 24, 2020, to explain them how register in ReachOut and
how it can integrate its services in their project work plan. 

• ARTICONF:  webinar organized on April 15, 2020, where we explained to the project how
they can find beta testers and give them suggestions to start building the list of candidates. 

• E-TEACHER: webinar organized on March 27, 2020 to help them understand how ReachOut
works and how it can be complementary to their existing feedback forum. 

• CROSS-CPP: webinar organized in March 18, 2020 at the end of which three possible beta-
testing campaigns have been identified on the CROSS-CPP project side, to be launched be-
fore the end of 2020.

 3.7 Partnerships 
In order to develop awareness around ReachOut and recruit projects, we have developed several
partnerships with relevant European projects or initiatives. We work collaboratively with those pro-
jects and ask them whenever possibly to inform about ReachOut and distribute the ReachOut edu -
cational material among their network.  As of June 2020, we have started developing such discus -
sions and partnerships with other H2020 support actions and cascade funding mechanisms. 

 3.7.1 Other H2020 Support Actions

We have started a partnership with other H2020 support actions, such as H-Cloud, with whom we
have engaged in a discussion, and offered them Project Workshops, along with cross-references for
our main support services.  

For example, by joining the H-CLOUD Communication Task Force, two ReachOut project partners 
were able to offer more visibility to the ReachOut BetaCenter through the H-Cloud Directory10. 

10   https://www.h-cloud.eu/ict-16-projects/reachout/   
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Workshops and online meetings allow us to grow our collaborations with European funded projects 
in areas such as Cloud computing, IoT and Software engineering. 

On 28 May 2020, the H-CLOUD virtual meeting grouped 20 participants from 7Bulls, AcrossLimits,
ATB, Atos, Martel, IDC, OW2, Tecnalia, Xlab, Imperial College London,  Aristotle University of Thes-
saloniki, and UShareSoft representing the following projects: ADITESS, DECIDE, DECODER, FASTEN,
Fed4IoT,  FUNCTIONIZER,  MELODIC,  M-SEC,  MORPHEMIC,  PRESSCLOUD,  RADON,  RAINBOW,
REACHOUT, SmartCLIDE, SODALITE, UNICORE, and H-CLOUD. 

 3.7.2 Cascade funding mechanisms

Cascade funding mechanisms, such as the ones presented below, are an opportunity for ReachOut
to be introduced to a large number of start-ups which are in the phase of producing an MVP, there-
fore very likely to Beta-test their solutions.

Cooperation started: European Data Incubator, NGI-Ledger. We have started to partner with those
projects and trying to set up cross-referencing actions. EDI distributed for example an email related
to ReachOut to its list of beneficiaries in April 2020. 

Cooperation to start: Data Market Service. 
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 4 Outlook of further actions planned by the end of 
the project
This section presents the plan of additional actions envisioned for project education in the future
months. 

 4.1 Events
In addition to the presentation to a few industry events such as EclipseCon, OW2con, Devoxx, etc.,
we will target now in priority events from the European Commission, where European projects are
highly represented. We have notably submitted to present ReachOut at the ICT conference “Lead-
ing the Digital Age”, December 1-3, 2020 in Cologne (Germany). 

 4.2 ReachOut Newsletter
The ReachOut newsletter will be the most important upcoming communication action enabling us
to recruit projects and to educate them on best practices related to beta testing. 

 4.3 Cooperation with European Commission and the H2020
ecosystem

We are continuously trying  to  set  up actions to collaborate with  the European Commission on
spreading the word about ReachOut. We are using the communication tools made available on the
CORDIS website to distribute ReachOut news. We are developing partnership activities with other
H2020 support actions (such as H-Cloud), enabling us to develop our visibility in a win-win relation-
ship. We will try to work more closely with the European Commission in the coming months. 
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 5 Conclusion
At the date  of  June 2020,  we have significant  educational  material  available   to  introduce the
ReachOut platform to target projects and make it easier for them to register and launch a first beta-
testing campaign on the platform. We’ll update this material when useful or necessary. 

In the coming months, we will put the emphasis on the implementation of the education plan and
multiply direct contacts with projects. We will also promote ReachOut events including webinars
and workshops. Additionally we will develop specific material and launch dedicated actions to in -
form, educate  and recruit beta testers. 
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